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ABSTRACT. A basis of the quotient ring S/J+ is given, where S is the ring of polyno-

mials and J+ is the ideal generated by symmetric polynomials of positive degree.

They are called higher Specht polynomials.

0. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed proof of the result an-

nounced in [4], and to give its generalization.

Let S — C[x0,..., xπ_ι] be the algebra of polynomials of n variables
x0, ..., *„_! with complex coefficients, on which the symmetric group Sπ acts

by the permutation of the variables:

(σ/)(x0,..., xn_ι) = /(xσ(o), , xσ(n-i))(σ e ®Λ)

Let βj(xθ9 ...9xn-ι) = Σo*il<~ <ij*n-ιXiί Xij be the elementary symmetric
polynomial of degree j and set J+ = (e l 5..., en)9 the ideal generated by eί9 ..., en.

The quotient ring R = S/J+ has a structure of an ®M-module. Let n0, ...,
nr_! be natural numbers such that n = £jlj nt. Then the product of symmet-

ric groups Sno x ••• x SIIr_1 is naturally embedded in ®Λ. By restricting to

this subgroup, R is an SΠo x ••• x 2>Mr_t-module. We give a combinatorial

procedure to obtain a basis of each irreducible component of R. In view of

this construction, these polynomials such obtained might be called higher

Specht polynomials. The case n0 = n is treated in [4]. When n0 = =

/!„_! = 1, this basis becomes the descent basis for R (see [3]).

As an application, we also give a similar basis for a complex reflection

group Gr „ = (Z/rZ) * ®π. Let S be the symmetric algebra of the natural

Gr „ representation over C. The ring of invariants 5Gr n is known to be

isomorphic to a polynomial ring C[e({\ ..., e(?~\ generated by the elementary

symmetric polynomials e([\ ..., e(^ in xfs. We put R(r} = S/J+, where J+ =

(e({\..., e(^\ As a Gr>/J-module, it is equivalent to the regular representa-

tion. It is also known that the irreducible representations of Grn are indexed
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by r-tuples of Young diagrams A = (λ(0\ ..., A(r~1)) with Σ?=jμ(ί)| = n. We
construct a basis for R(r} parametrized by the pairs of standard r-tuples of
tableaux (S, T) of the same shape.

After completing this paper, we noticed that E. Allen published a similar
construction of the basis for R ([!]). In the present paper, we give a different
proof for the linear independence of the higher Specht polynomials.

The authors thank the referee for quite a few comments.

1. The index r-tableaux

A partition λ is a non-increasing finite sequence of positive integers
λl> ">λι. We write λ\-n when the sum £i=i^i equals n. Conversely,
given a partition λ, £[=i^ is called the size of λ. As is usual, a partition
is expressed by a Young diagram. Let r be a positive integer and Λ =
(λ(0\..., λ(r~l}) be an r-tuple of Young diagrams. We call such a A an r-
diagram. The sequence of integers (n0,..., nr^) = (U(0)|,..., IΛ/1""1*!) is called
the type of A and denoted by type(A). The sum n = £j~J nt is called the
size of Λ. The irreducible representations of <3Πo x ••• x ®Πr_1 are indexed
by the set of r-diagrams of type (n0,..., nr_ι). By filling each "box" with a
non-negative integer, we obtain a tableau (resp. an r-tableau) from a diagram
(resp. an r-diagram). The original r-diagram is called the shape of the r-
tableau. An r-tableau T = (T(0),..., T(Γ~υ) is said to be standard if the writ-
ten sequence on each column and each row of Γ(l) (0 < i < r — 1) is strictly
increasing, and each number from 0 to n — 1 appears exactly once. The set
of all standard r-tableaux of shape Λ is denoted by ST(A). The prime (')
denotes the transposition of a diagram or a tableau. For an r-diagram
A = (λ(0\...,λ(r-1)) and an r-tableau T = (T(0),..., Γ(r-1}), we define A' =
μ(r"1)/,..., Λ(0)') and T' = (Γ(f-1)f,..., T(0)'), respectively.
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DEFINITION. A standard r -tableau is said to be natural if and only if

the set of numbers written in T(/) is {n0 + "" + ni-ι» •••» no +'" + nί ~ 1}
The set of natural standard r-tableaux of shape A is denoted by NST(A).

On the set ST(Λ\ we introduce the last letter order "<" as follows. For

two r-tableaux Ύ, = (7i(0),..., T}f-») and T2 = (Γ2

(0),..., Ί$-») in ST(Λ), we
write T\ < T2 if and only if there exists m (0 < m < n — 1) such that if m < p,
p is written in the same box and m is written either in

(1) 7f and Γ2

ω with i<j, or
(2) fe-th row of 7?° and /-th row of T2

(ί) with k> I

REMARK. This definition of the last letter order is different from that in [2].

A sequence of non-negative integers w = (vv0,..., vv^.J is called a word.

Set |w| = Σ£=oWfc For a word w, we associate a new word w = (w0,..., wn-ι)
arranging w into the non-decreasing order. A word is called a permutation

if (w0,..., \^n-ι} = (0,..., n — 1}. Let δ denote the permutation (0,..., n — 1).
We define the index i(w) of a permutation w as follows.

(1) If wk = 0, then ik = 0.

(2) If wfc = i and w, = i + 1, then (a) i, = ik if k < /, (b) i, = ik + 1 if k> I.
We put w' = (wπ_ 1 ?..., vv0) if w = (w0,..., w^). The coindex 7*(w) of w is

defined by i(w')' For a standard r-tableau T, we associate a word w(T) in
the following way. First we read each column of the tableau T(0) from the
bottom to the top starting from the left. We continue this procedure for

the tableau T(1) and so on. Assigning the index ΐ(w) and the coindex 7*(w)
of w(T) to the corresponding box, we get new r-tableaux ι(T) and j(f) which
are called the index r-tableau and the coindex r-tableau of T, respectively.
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The following lemma is fundamental for the index and the coindex r-tableaux.

LEMMA 1. Let T be a standard r-tableau of shape A.
(1) The index r-tableau i(T) (resp. coindex r-tableau j(T)) is column

strict (resp. row strict), i.e., if ( p l 9 ...,pt) (resp. (qί9...,qm)) is a row
(resp. column), then p^<-"<pl (resp. ^ < < 4 J and if(ql9...9 qj
is (resp. (PI,. . . ,P/)) a column (resp. row), then qι<"'<qm (resp.

Pι<"'< ft)-
(2) 7(T) = i(T')'.
(3) i(T) + 7*(T) = T. Here ' 4-' denotes the elementwise summation.

PROOF. (1) is obvious.
(2) It is obvious if the numbers i and i + 1 appear in different components
in T. If they appear in the same component T(j\ then i + 1 is written in
the box either right or lower to that filled with i. In the first case, i + 1 is
written in the upper row or the same. Therefore i + 1 is read after i in w(T)
and before i in w(T'). The latter case is similar. (3) If wfc = i and Wj = i 4- 1,
then i, = ik + 1 and jt =jk if I < k and jl =jk+l if k < /. In any case, we
have ij + jl = ίk + jk + 1 and the statement.

2. Higher Specht polynomials and their independence

Let A be a partition of n and T be a standard tableau of shape λ. We
define the Young symmetrizer eτ of T by

fλ

eτ = — £ sgn(σ)στ e C[SJ,

where fλ is the number of standard tableaux of shape λ and C(T) (resp.
R(T)) is the column (resp. row) stabilizer of T. It is an idempotent in C[SJ
([2], p. 106, Theorem 3.10). For a subset / of {0,...,n- 1} of cardinality
n0 and a tableau T0 of shape λ0 \- n0 filled with the numbers in the set /,
denote the Young symmetrizer by eΓo e C[S(/)], where S(7) is the symmetric
group of the set /.

Let S = C[x0, ..., xn-ι~\ be the polynomial ring in variables x0, ..., xn-ι
with complex coefficients, J+ be the ideal generated by elementary symmetric
functions e^x^, . . . , xn-±\ . . . , en(x0, . . . , xn_ι) and .R = S/J+. For words u and
v, we define x" = xj^...*^1. For standard r-tableaux S, T, we define x|(S) =

w(T)
j(S) _ vJ(w(S))

xτ — xW(T) .

DEFINITION. For a standard r-tableau T = (T(0), ..., τ(r~l)) of shape A9

eτ(i) is defined in the same way as above, though each T(ϊ) is not necessarily
standard. (Note that eτ(i) is an element in the group ring of permutations
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of numbers which appear in T(ί).) We set eτ = eτ(0)...eτ(r-i). For T, Se
ST(A\ we define the higher Specht polynomial for (T, S) by

It is easy to see that x$?Ί = xj(S) by Lemma 1 (2). The first main result
in this paper is as follows.

THEOREM 1. Fix a sequence (n0, ..., nr_±) such that Σ?=o«i = w.
(1) The collection

(n0,.,nr_^τS|T 6 NST(Λ), S E ST(Λ)}

forms a C-basis of R.

(2) For an r-diagram A of type (n0, ..., n r_i) and SeST(Λ), {Ff|Te

NST(Λ)} forms a C-basis of SΠo x ••• x SΠr ^-submodule of R which

affords the irreducible representation corresponding to A.

(3) // r = n, HJ = 1 (0 <j < n — 1), then {x^(w)|w is a permutation} is a

Z-basis of Z[x0, , *«-i]/(ei, , en).

REMARK. Case r = 1 is treated in [4]. The basis given in (3) is called

the descent basis (see [3]).

To prove (1) and (3), we introduce a pairing <,> on R and show that

the matrix «F|j, JF|2
2''»(s1,τ1),(s2,τ2) is non-singular. Here Tl5 T2 e NST(A) and

S1? S2 e ST(A). For an element /e R, we choose a lifting /e S of /. Define

<f,0> by

</>*> = 7 Σ\ΔσeQ

Here A is the difference product Πj<f(xi ~~ xj) The right hand side is inde-
pendent of the liftings /, g since

- ^ sgn(σ)σ(ej) = et- X sgn(σ)σ(f\ ^|Xo=...=Xn_1=0 = 0.

The following lemma is easy to see.

LEMMA 2.
(1) <σ/, 0> = sgfn(σ) </, σ^gy for σ e SM.

(2) <eτ/, ^> = </, eΎ,gy for T 6

For two words α = (α0, ..., α^.J and j8 = (jS0, ..., ft-J, we say that α is

greater than β with respect to the lexicographic order, denoted by α > /?, if
there exists an m (0 < m < n — 1) such that α,- = j87 for all j = m + 1, . . . , n — 1

and αm > βm.
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LEMMA 3. Let α = (α0,..., an-ι)9 β = (β0,..., βn-ι) be words and w be a
permutation such that <x£,x£> 7^0. Then the following statements holds.

(1) |α| + \β\ = n(n - l)/2, and {α0 + β0,..., α^ + βn.,} = {0,..., n - 1}.
(2) & + β>δ.
(3) // ά + β = δ, then for any k (0 < k < n — 1), ί/iere exists a unique p

such that αp + β = k and αp = άk, /?p = βk.
(4) For α word w, ι(w) + /(w) = δ.

PROOF. (1) If |α| + \β\ < n(n - l)/2, then £,6 @n s0n(σ)xj( $ is an alternat-
ing polynomial of degree less than n(n — l)/2. It should be zero. If |α| +

\β\ > n(n — l)/2, then -rΣσ6 en

S9 n( σ) xσ(^) *s a homogeneous polynomial of pos-

itive degree. Therefore it is zero if we put x0 = = xn_± = 0. Since αt + βt

are distinct, we get the statement.
(2) Assume that there exists an m (Q <m<n — 1) such that ά,- + /?,• =j

(m + 1 <j) and <*„, + &, < m. If άσϋ) + j8τα) =7 for j = m.+ 1, ..., n - 1, then
άσC/) = ά. and jSt0 ) = j^ . Therefore there exist no fe, / = 0, ..., m such that
άσ(Λ) + j8t(/) = m, which contradicts (1).

(3) Since {α0 + j?0,..., αM_x + βn_^} = {0,..., n - 1}, we find a unique σ e
Sπ such that ασ(/) + ̂ σ(ί) = i (i = 0,..., n — 1). The inequality σα < ά = ί —
ft < δ — σβ = σa implies σα = ά, σj? = j§.

(4) If w, i(w) and y'(w) are written as w = (w0,..., wπ_1), i(w) = (i0,..., in-ι)
and j(w) = ( j 0 , ...,7M_ 1) respectively, then wfc < wz implies ik < it and jk<jt.
This implies i(w) + j(w) = δ.

Since the boxes in A are numbered by T e NST(Λ\ the symmetric group
2>π can be identified with the permutation group of boxes in diagram in A.
For S e ST(A\ the group of permutations which stabilize i(S) (resp. ;(S)) can
be identified with a subgroup StabΎ(i(S)) (resp. StabΎ(j(S))) of Sπ via the
identification given above. Now we are ready to state the following properties
for the pairing of higher Specht polynomials.

PROPOSITION 1.

(1) Let S1? S2 be elements of ST(A) such that ί(w(Sι)) = i(w(S2)) and
Si<S 2 with respect to the last letter order. Then <F|s F|?> = 0
for Ύ e NST(A).

(2) Let hc= #(C(Ύ)ΠStabτ(j(S))) and hr= # (R(Ύ) Π SίαfeΓ(i(S))), where
C(Ύ) = C(T(0)) x ••• x C(T(r~v\ R(Ύ) = R(T(0)) x ••• x
Then we have

fλ<°> fλ(r-U

, S/ -/ Me
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PROOF. For simplicity, ί(w(S)) and /(w(S)) are denoted by i(S) and ;(S)
respectively. Since x|(? } = x{(S), by the definition of higher Specht polynomials,
we have

(2.2)
UQI...^^: σeC(T),τeK(T)

Suppose that Si < S2 and <xp(Sl), xfίj(S2)y Φ 0 for σ e C(T), τ e R(Ύ). As-
sume that all the numbers from m + 1 to n — 1 are written in the same boxes

of Si and S2, respectively, and the number m is written in the different places
in Sx and S2. Let bm+ί, ..., bn_1 be the places where the numbers m + 1,
..., n- 1 are written on St and S2. For k > m, let /(S^), j(S(P) and T(k)

be the r-tableaux obtained by removing boxes bk+l, ..., bn^ from i(Sι)9 ;(S2)
and T, respectively. First we prove the following (Ak) f o r m + l < f c < n — 1
by descending induction on fe.

(Ak) the numbers written on bk in r-tableaux τ'^iXSJ) and

σ"1(7'(S2)) equal the numbers 1(8^ and y(S2)fc, respectively.
(Here σ e C(T) and τ e R(Ύ) act as permutations of boxes.)

For an r-tableau S, / > 0, let Supp(S, /) be the boxes where / is written. Since

(vVJ holds by Lemma 3 (3). 0(S1) = f(S2) implies ι(Sx) +/(S2) = (5 by
Lemma 1 (3) and Lemma 3 (4).) By the induction hypothesis, the numbers

ί(Sι)k+ι, ..., i(Sι)n-ι (resp. /(S2)fc+1, ..., j^)^) are already used to fill the
places bk+l, ..., bn^ of τ'^^Si)) (resp. σ~1(7'(S2))). Therefore the r-tableaux

i(S(!k)) αnrf XS^) should be filled with the numbers i(Sι)l9 ..., ΐ(Sι)k and

/(S2)ι, ..., /(S2)*, respectively. Since

Λ(T^)(5Wpp(f(Sf ), i(S1)k))nC(T<fc))(SMpp(7XS2

fc>),;(S2)k)) = {bk},

(Ak) holds by Lemma 3 (3). This completes the proof of (Ak) for m + 1 <

fc < n — 1. By the inequality with respect to the last letter order, we have

R(Ύ^)(Supp(ί(S^\ lίS^MnCf^^ίίSiippίjίS^λ/ίSaU) = 0.

This contradicts the assumption <xj"lί(Sl), x%T

lj(S2)y Φ 0 and completes the

statement (1).
In the case Si = S2 = S, the summation (2.2) vanishes unless σ e C(T) Π

^)) and τ e tf(T) Π Stαbτ(i(S2)). In this case, <xf l |(S>,xf"1Λ»> =
, T). Thus we complete the proof the proposition.

The following two lemmas can be found in literature (e.g. [2]).
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LEMMA 4. For tableaux T1? T2, we define the last letter order in the same
way. Let Tl9 T2 be standard tableaux of the same shape λ of size n. If
TI < T2 with respect to the last letter order, then eTιeT2 = 0.

PROOF. For a standard tableau T, set Hτ = Σσeκmσ and Vτ =
Σ<τeC(D50w(σ)σ We prove HTιVT2 = 0 by induction on the size n. For n = 1,
it is obvious since there is only one tableau. We assume the case where the
size is n — 1. By taking off the box filled with the number n from 7\ and
T2, we get tableaux Tf and T2*. If the shape of Tf and T2* are the same,
then, by the induction hypothesis, we have Hτ* Vτ* = 0. Note that

HTί = (1 + (Pi, n) + + (pt9 n))#r*>

Vτ2=Vτ*2(l-(qί9n)-'--(qs,ri)),

where pί9 ..., pt (resp. qί9...9qs) are all the numbers which appear in the
same row (resp. column) as n in 7i (resp. Γ2). If the shapes of Tf and T2*
are different, by the definition of the last letter order, Tf > Γ2* with respect
to the lexicographic order. Therefore there exists (p, q) which belongs to the
same row in Tf and the same column in T2* ([5] p. 94, combinatorial lemma).
Hence, we have

As a consequence, we have

LEMMA 5. Let {7]}ι<i</A be the set of standard tableaux such that
eτeτ. = Q if i<j. We write Ti = σiT1 (σf e Sπ). Then {σfeΓι} is a basis of

PROOF. Since the dimension of C[Sπ]^Γι and the number of standard
tableaux of shape λ are both fλ ([2]), it is sufficient to prove the independence.
Suppose Σ{=ι ciσieTι = 0. We prove that c^ = - - = ck = 0 by induction on fc.
Under the induction hypothesis, we have the equation 0 = eTk+ί(^ciσieTί) =

Now we return to the properties of higher Specht polynomials.

PROPOSITION 2. Let Tl5 T2 be elements in NST(A). If T\ > T2 with
respect to the last letter order, then

PROOF. By the definition of natural standard tableaux and the last letter
order, there exists a number m such that T/"0 > T2

(m) with respect to the last
letter order. Note that eΎ2eΎι = eT(rn)eT(rn)Y[j¥:meτweτγ = 0.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1. (1) To compute the "Gramian" of the pairing
<,> with respect to {F|} and {f|'}> we introduce a total order "<" on the
set NST(Λ) x ST(Λ). For two elements (T^SJ and (T2, S2) of NST(A) x
ST(Λl (lΊ, SJ < (T2, S2) if and only if

(1) Tx > T2 with respect to the last letter order, or
(2) T2 = T2 and /(SJ < i(S2) with respect to the lexicographic order, or
(3) T! = T2, /(SJ = ί(S2) and Si < S2 with respect to the last letter order.

Then by Proposition 1 and 2, we have <ff;,f^> = 0 if (T1? Sx) < (T2, S2)
and <F|, ff ,' > is a non-zero rational number. Thus the Gramian with respect
to {Ff} and {Ff'} is a non-zero rational number.

Since if the shapes of Tx and T2 are different, <F|;,F^> = 0 and the
cardinality of HΛNST(Λ) x ST(A) equals π!, the collection

.^MT e NST(Λ), S e ST(A)}

forms a basis for R.
(2) We use Lemma 5 and

σF| =

to conclude that XτeNsr(^)CF| = C[SMo x ••• x S^.JF^, where IΊ is the
minimum element in NST(A) with respect to the last letter order.

(3) In this case, the values <F|, Ff> are ±1 by Proposition 1 (2). Hence
we can see that {FfJ forms a Z-basis of Z[x0, ..., xn-^/(eί9 ..., en).

3. An application to wreath products

Let T = (Z/rZ)π and φa e Hom(Z/rZ, C x ) be a character defined by
φfl(x(mod r)) = exp(2πίxa/r). Then an element φ e f = Hom(T, C x) can be
written as

Let n,. be the cardinality of {p\ap=j}. We call the sequence (n0, ..., n r_i)
the type of the character φflo...αn_1 e T. Conversely, for a given sequence
(n0, ...,«,._!) such that £j=J «,- = «, the character φ(n°>-> **-ό is defined as

Φα0...αn_ l5 where ^=7 if Σi=owp ̂  f ^ Σi=onp - l τhe wreath product
Gr>π = (Z/rZ) ί Sπ is defined as the semi-direct product Sπκ T. The group
(Sno x ••• x ©^.j)* T is regarded as a subgroup of Grn by identifying the
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group 6Πj. with the permutation group for the set of numbers {i|Σp=onj>^

i < Σi=o "p - 1} Let ^(0)» •••> ^(r~υ be Young diagrams of size n0, ..., n r _ l 9

respectively. For representations Vλ(°\ . .., 7Λ(r~υ of SΠo, ..., SM r_ i ? respec-
tively and a character <p("o, . •,«»•- 1)? set

where Λ = (Λ,(0), . . . , >i(r~1)). It is known that all the irreducible representations
of Gr>π are obtained in this way, and that two representations VAί and VA2

are isomorphic if and only if Aί = Λ2. A representation space W of GFtn is
decomposed as W = ®φefWφ, where Wφ = {v e W\tv = φ(t)v for all t e T}.
The symmetric group Sπ acts on the character group f. It is easy to see
that VA is decomposed into

with g ( V Λ f φ ) = VAfgφ. By the definition of the induced module, for an element
g e Sπ, VΛj9φ becomes a #(Sno x ••• x SΠr ι)gf~1-module and the following dia-
gram commutes:

g(&n
1-1

) - > Aut(VAtβφ\

DEFINITION. Let T, S be elements in ST(Λ). We define the higher
Sprecht polynomial F| for Gr n by

Π
7=0 \meΓθ

Here F| is the higher Specht polynomial defined in §2.
Let STP be the union (JAST(Λ) x ST(Λ).

THEOREM 2.

(1) The ring of invariants C[x0, . . . , xn_ί]
Gr'n of S = C[x0, . . . , xπ_ι]

ί/ze natural action of Grn is the polynomial ring of e([\ ..., e(^\ where

e(j} is the j-th elementary symmetric function of XQ» •••> xί-ι
(2) The set (F||(T, S) e STP} is a basis for R(r} = S/(e({\ . . . , ̂ r)), and for

a fixed S e ST(Λ), ίfe seί {F||S e 5T(^i)} spans an irreducible represen-
tation of Grn over C.

(3) The set {/?|(T, S) € 5TP} /orms a free basis of S over SG™, and for
a fixed S 6 ST(Λ), the set (F||S e ST(Λ)} spans an irreducible represen-
tation of Grn over SGr-n.
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PROOF. (1) Since C[x0, ...,xπ_ι]Γ = C|>o> •••> *ί-ι]» it reduces to the
fundamental theorem of symmetric functions. The statement (3) is a direct
consequence of (2). Therefore we prove (2).

The space R(r) = S/(e([\ . . . , e^) is known to be isomorphic to the regular
representation, and for a character φαo...αn_1 of T of type (n0, ..., nr_±\ R(φ a _

is the subspace C[xS, ..., xJ-JM*, ..."4r)) Π?=o*iβ< of R(r} Let g feS/be
given by (a) ag(i) = j for ££o πp < i < ££=0 np - 1 and (b) g(i) < g(k) if
YJ-I *ι < i <• t < V-/ M — 1 Sinre /7/7)(wo, ,«r-ι) _ ro D(Γ)LP=onp ^ * ^ * s* Lp=onp x sinus #φ — φao...an-l>

 Λ<Pαo...αn_1

becomes a 0(®Πo x ••• x ©llr_1)^~1-module. In Theorem 1, we considered the
action of SΠo x ••• x S "̂ on C[xJ, ..., <-ι]Mr), ..., ̂ ). To apply this
theorem, we should consider the action of 0(®Πo x ••• x &nr_ί)g~i. Let
NST(g, A) be the set of r-tableaux T = (T(0), ..., Γ '̂1") such that'the number
j is filled in the tableau T(ί) if j = g(k) with Xp0 np < k < ΣP=0 np - 1. Then
by Theorem 1, we have the following.

(1) The collection

Utype^n^.^ffiΎ 6 NST(g, A\ S 6 ST(Λ)}

forms a basis for R(^a a

(2) For a fixed Se ST(Λ)"n{F$\Ύ e NST(g, Λ)} spans the irreducible
representation FA(O) Ξ Ξ 7A(r~1} of gf(®Πo x ••• x S^ίflΓ1. There-
fore the collection

, S €

spans the irreducible representation VΛ.
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